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Supplemental Material 1. Mean standardized change in the estimated second-order mean linear slope with normal-theory 95% 
confidence limits.  Note. Panel (a) shows the results from the model correctly assuming configural invariance to the model incorrectly 
assuming loading invariance, panel (b) shows the results from the model correctly assuming loading invariance to the model 
incorrectly assuming threshold invariance, and panel (c) shows the results from the model correctly assuming threshold invariance to 
the model incorrectly assuming unique factor invariance. The solid horizontal lines represent the mean standardized change values in 
the corresponding baseline conditions. The dashed horizontal lines represent the upper and lower limits of the normal-theory 95% 
confidence intervals of the standardized change values in the corresponding baseline condition. The standardized change in the mean 
linear slope showed almost identical patterns as the relative change in the mean linear slope, and are thus omitted from the manuscript 
but included in the supplemental materials. The standardized change in the mean linear slope can be used instead of the relative 
change when the mean linear slope is close to zero. 
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Supplemental Material 2. Observed distributions of the five indicators in the baseline condition with five 
response categories, at the first (left panel) and last (right panel) measurement occasions, respectively. 

  

  

  

  

  
 



Supplemental Material 3 
Effects that explain variance in the relative changes in the second-order mean linear slope  
  Effect (design factors and their interactions) Proportion of variance accounted for (η2) 
Loading non-invariance conditions 
 Number of non-invariant indicators 0.460 
 Magnitude of non-invariance 0.104 
 Number of non-invariant indicators × magnitude of non-invariance 0.092 
 Number of response categories 0.075 
 Number of non-invariant indicators × number of response categories 0.067 
 Number of non-invariant occasions 0.040 
 Number of non-invariant indicators × number of non-invariant occasions 0.032 
   
Threshold non-invariance conditions 
 Number of non-invariant occasions 0.169 
 Number of non-invariant indicators 0.163 
 Number of response categories 0.115 
 Magnitude of non-invariance 0.115 
 Number of non-invariant occasions × number of non-invariant indicators 0.034 
 Number of non-invariant occasions × magnitude of non-invariance 0.023 
 Number of non-invariant indicators × magnitude of non-invariance 0.022 
  Number of non-invariant indicators × number of response categories 0.021 
Note. The effects are ordered by the proportion of variance accounted for (η2) from the greatest to the smallest, for each location of 
non-invariance included in the table. Only effects with η2 > .02 were included in the table, and a location of non-invariance is 
included only if the relative change in this growth parameter is deemed affected by (or sensitive to) this location of non-invariance. 

 

  



Supplemental Material 4 
Effects that explain variance in the relative changes in the second-order intercept variance 
  Effect (design factors and their interactions) Proportion of variance accounted for  (η2) 
Unique factor non-invariance conditions 
 Number of non-invariant indicators 0.186 
 Magnitude of non-invariance 0.086 
 Number of non-invariant occasions 0.061 
  Number of non-invariant indicators × number of non-invariant occasions 0.022 
Note. The effects are ordered by the proportion of variance accounted for (η2) from the greatest to the smallest, for each location of 
non-invariance included in the table. Only effects with η2 > .02 were included in the table, and a location of non-invariance is 
included only if the relative change in this growth parameter is deemed affected by (or sensitive to) this location of non-invariance. 

 
  



Supplemental Material 5 
Effects that explain variance in the relative changes in the second-order linear slope variance 
  Effect (design factors and their interactions) Proportion of variance accounted for (η2) 
Loading non-invariance conditions 
 Number of non-invariant indicators 0.593 
 Magnitude of non-invariance 0.067 
 Number of non-invariant indicators × magnitude of non-invariance 0.064 
 Number of non-invariant occasions 0.035 
 Number of non-invariant indicators × number of non-invariant occasions 0.033 
   
Threshold non-invariance conditions 
 Number of non-invariant occasions 0.259 
 Magnitude of non-invariance 0.078 
 Number of non-invariant indicators 0.045 
 Number of response categories 0.039 
 Number of non-invariant occasions × number of non-invariant indicators 0.036 
 Number of non-invariant occasions × magnitude of non-invariance 0.035 
   
Unique factor non-invariance conditions 
 Number of non-invariant occasions 0.164 
 Number of non-invariant indicators 0.136 
 Number of non-invariant indicators × number of non-invariant occasions 0.038 
 Magnitude of non-invariance 0.027 
Note. The effects are ordered by the proportion of variance accounted for (η2) from the greatest to the smallest, for each location of 
non-invariance included in the table. Only effects with η2 > .02 were included in the table, and a location of non-invariance is 
included only if the relative change in this growth parameter is deemed affected by (or sensitive to) this location of non-invariance. 

 
 



Supplemental Material 6 
Effects that explain variance in the relative changes in the second-order intercept-slope covariance 
  Effect (design factors and their interactions) Proportion of variance accounted for (η2) 
Loading non-invariance conditions 
 Number of non-invariant indicators 0.569 
 Magnitude of non-invariance 0.106 
 Number of non-invariant indicators × magnitude of non-invariance 0.105 
 Number of non-invariant occasions 0.031 
 Number of non-invariant indicators × number of non-invariant occasions 0.029 
   
Threshold non-invariance conditions 
 Number of non-invariant occasions 0.353 
 Magnitude of non-invariance 0.096 
 Number of non-invariant occasions × number of non-invariant indicators 0.069 
 Number of non-invariant occasions × magnitude of non-invariance 0.052 
 Number of non-invariant indicators 0.044 
 Number of response categories 0.042 
   
Unique factor non-invariance conditions 
 Number of non-invariant indicators 0.418 
 Magnitude of non-invariance 0.138 
 Number of non-invariant occasions 0.067 
 Number of non-invariant indicators × magnitude of non-invariance 0.041 
 Number of non-invariant indicators × number of non-invariant occasions 0.023 
Note. The effects are ordered by the proportion of variance accounted for (η2) from the greatest to the smallest, for each location of 
non-invariance included in the table. Only effects with η2 > .02 were included in the table, and a location of non-invariance is 
included only if the relative change in this growth parameter is deemed affected by (or sensitive to) this location of non-invariance. 

  



Supplemental Material 7. Mplus syntax for second-order linear growth models with 
longitudinal configural invariance constraints for ordered-categorical indicators (three response 
categories) 

TITLE:  
Second-order latent growth model of ordinal indicators; 
Assuming longitudinal configural invariance; 
Marker variable is x1; 
 
DATA:  
file = Baseline.dat; 
 
VARIABLE: 
names = x11 x21 x31 x41 x51 x12 x22 x32 x42 x52 
  x13 x23 x33 x43 x53 x14 x24 x34 x44 x54; 
usevariables = x11 x21 x31 x41 x51 x12 x22 x32 x42 x52 
  x13 x23 x33 x43 x53 x14 x24 x34 x44 x54; 
categorical = x11 x21 x31 x41 x51 x12 x22 x32 x42 x52 
  x13 x23 x33 x43 x53 x14 x24 x34 x44 x54; 
 
ANALYSIS: 
PARAMETERIZATION = THETA; 
! THETA parameterization allow for direct constraints on the  
!     unique factor variances; 
ITERATIONS=3000; 
ESTIMATOR=WLSMV; 
! Can also use ULSMV; 
 
MODEL: 
! First-order measurement model; 
! Factor loadings; 
f1 by x11@1 
      x21* 
      x31*  
      x41* 
      x51*; 
 
f2 by x12@1 
      x22* 
      x32*  
      x42* 
      x52*; 
 
f3 by x13@1 
      x23* 
      x33*  
      x43* 



      x53*; 
 
f4 by x14@1 
      x24*  
      x34*   
      x44*  
      x54*; 
 
! Thresholds: Three-category indicators have two thresholds; 
[x11$1 x12$1 x13$1 x14$1] (V1TH1); 
[x11$2 x12$2 x13$2 x14$2] (V1TH2); 
 
[x21$1 x22$1 x23$1 x24$1] (V2TH1); 
[x21$2 x22$2 x23$2 x24$2]; 
 
[x31$1 x32$1 x33$1 x34$1] (V3TH1); 
[x31$2 x32$2 x33$2 x34$2]; 
 
[x41$1 x42$1 x43$1 x44$1] (V4TH1); 
[x41$2 x42$2 x43$2 x44$2]; 
 
[x51$1 x52$1 x53$1 x54$1] (V5TH1); 
[x51$2 x52$2 x53$2 x54$2]; 
 
! Unique factor variances; 
x11@1 x21@1 x31@1 x41@1 x51@1; 
x12*1 x22*1 x32*1 x42*1 x52*1; 
x13*1 x23*1 x33*1 x43*1 x53*1; 
x14*1 x24*1 x34*1 x44*1 x54*1; 
 
! Unique factor covariances; 
x11 with x12* x13* x14*; 
x12 with x13* x14*; 
x13 with x14*; 
 
x21 with x22* x23* x24*; 
x22 with x23* x24*; 
x23 with x24*; 
 
x31 with x32* x33* x34*; 
x32 with x33* x34*; 
x33 with x34*; 
 
x41 with x42* x43* x44*; 
x42 with x43* x44*; 
x43 with x44*; 
 



x51 with x52* x53* x54*; 
x52 with x53* x54*; 
x53 with x54*; 
 
! Second-order linear Growth Model; 
INT by f1@1 f2@1 f3@1 f4@1; 
SLP by f1@0 f2@1 f3@2 f4@3; 
 
[f1@0 f2@0 f3@0 f4@0]; 
f1 with f2@0 f3@0 f4@0; 
f2 with f3@0 f4@0; 
f3 with f4@0; 
 
INT* SLP*; 
INT WITH SLP*; 
[INT@0 SLP*]; 
 
SAVEDATA:  
DIFFTEST IS configural.dat; 
 
OUTPUT: 
MOD(3.84) STDYX; 
  



Supplemental Material 8. Mplus syntax for second-order linear growth models with 
longitudinal loading invariance constraints for ordered-categorical indicators (three response 
categories) 

TITLE:  
Second-order latent growth model of ordinal indicators; 
Assuming longitudinal loading invariance; 
Marker variable is x1; 
 
DATA:  
file = Baseline.dat; 
 
VARIABLE: 
names = x11 x21 x31 x41 x51 x12 x22 x32 x42 x52 
  x13 x23 x33 x43 x53 x14 x24 x34 x44 x54; 
usevariables = x11 x21 x31 x41 x51 x12 x22 x32 x42 x52 
  x13 x23 x33 x43 x53 x14 x24 x34 x44 x54; 
categorical = x11 x21 x31 x41 x51 x12 x22 x32 x42 x52 
  x13 x23 x33 x43 x53 x14 x24 x34 x44 x54; 
 
ANALYSIS: 
PARAMETERIZATION = THETA; 
! THETA parameterization allow for direct constraints on the  
!     unique factor variances; 
ITERATIONS=3000; 
ESTIMATOR=WLSMV; 
! Can also use ULSMV; 
DIFFTEST IS configural.dat; 
 
MODEL: 
! First-order measurement model; 
! Factor loadings – all constrained to be equal over time; 
f1 by x11@1 
      x21* (L2) 
      x31* (L3)  
      x41* (L4) 
      x51* (L5); 
 
f2 by x12@1 
      x22* (L2) 
      x32* (L3)  
      x42* (L4) 
      x52* (L5); 
 
f3 by x13@1 
      x23* (L2) 
      x33* (L3)  



      x43* (L4) 
      x53* (L5); 
 
f4 by x14@1 
      x24* (L2) 
      x34* (L3)  
      x44* (L4) 
      x54* (L5); 
 
! Thresholds: Three-category indicators have two thresholds; 
[x11$1 x12$1 x13$1 x14$1] (V1TH1); 
[x11$2 x12$2 x13$2 x14$2] (V1TH2); 
 
[x21$1 x22$1 x23$1 x24$1] (V2TH1); 
[x21$2 x22$2 x23$2 x24$2]; 
 
[x31$1 x32$1 x33$1 x34$1] (V3TH1); 
[x31$2 x32$2 x33$2 x34$2]; 
 
[x41$1 x42$1 x43$1 x44$1] (V4TH1); 
[x41$2 x42$2 x43$2 x44$2]; 
 
[x51$1 x52$1 x53$1 x54$1] (V5TH1); 
[x51$2 x52$2 x53$2 x54$2]; 
 
! Unique factor variances; 
x11@1 x21@1 x31@1 x41@1 x51@1; 
x12*1 x22*1 x32*1 x42*1 x52*1; 
x13*1 x23*1 x33*1 x43*1 x53*1; 
x14*1 x24*1 x34*1 x44*1 x54*1; 
 
! Unique factor covariances; 
x11 with x12* x13* x14*; 
x12 with x13* x14*; 
x13 with x14*; 
 
x21 with x22* x23* x24*; 
x22 with x23* x24*; 
x23 with x24*; 
 
x31 with x32* x33* x34*; 
x32 with x33* x34*; 
x33 with x34*; 
 
x41 with x42* x43* x44*; 
x42 with x43* x44*; 
x43 with x44*; 



 
x51 with x52* x53* x54*; 
x52 with x53* x54*; 
x53 with x54*; 
 
! Second-order linear Growth Model; 
INT by f1@1 f2@1 f3@1 f4@1; 
SLP by f1@0 f2@1 f3@2 f4@3; 
 
[f1@0 f2@0 f3@0 f4@0]; 
f1 with f2@0 f3@0 f4@0; 
f2 with f3@0 f4@0; 
f3 with f4@0; 
 
INT* SLP*; 
INT WITH SLP*; 
[INT@0 SLP*]; 
 
SAVEDATA:  
DIFFTEST IS Loading.dat; 
 
OUTPUT: 
MOD(3.84) STDYX; 
  



Supplemental Material 9. Mplus syntax for second-order linear growth models with 
longitudinal threshold invariance constraints for ordered-categorical indicators (three response 
categories) 

TITLE:  
Second-order latent growth model of ordinal indicators; 
Assuming longitudinal threshold invariance; 
Marker variable is x1; 
 
DATA:  
file = Baseline.dat; 
 
VARIABLE: 
names = x11 x21 x31 x41 x51 x12 x22 x32 x42 x52 
  x13 x23 x33 x43 x53 x14 x24 x34 x44 x54; 
usevariables = x11 x21 x31 x41 x51 x12 x22 x32 x42 x52 
  x13 x23 x33 x43 x53 x14 x24 x34 x44 x54; 
categorical = x11 x21 x31 x41 x51 x12 x22 x32 x42 x52 
  x13 x23 x33 x43 x53 x14 x24 x34 x44 x54; 
 
ANALYSIS: 
PARAMETERIZATION = THETA; 
! THETA parameterization allow for direct constraints on the  
!     unique factor variances; 
ITERATIONS=3000; 
ESTIMATOR=WLSMV; 
! Can also use ULSMV; 
DIFFTEST IS Loading.dat; 
 
MODEL: 
! First-order measurement model; 
! Factor loadings – all constrained to be equal over time; 
f1 by x11@1 
      x21* (L2) 
      x31* (L3)  
      x41* (L4) 
      x51* (L5); 
 
f2 by x12@1 
      x22* (L2) 
      x32* (L3)  
      x42* (L4) 
      x52* (L5); 
 
f3 by x13@1 
      x23* (L2) 
      x33* (L3)  



      x43* (L4) 
      x53* (L5); 
 
f4 by x14@1 
      x24* (L2) 
      x34* (L3)  
      x44* (L4) 
      x54* (L5); 
 
! Thresholds – all constrained to be equal over time; 
[x11$1 x12$1 x13$1 x14$1] (V1TH1); 
[x11$2 x12$2 x13$2 x14$2] (V1TH2); 
 
[x21$1 x22$1 x23$1 x24$1] (V2TH1); 
[x21$2 x22$2 x23$2 x24$2] (V2TH2); 
 
[x31$1 x32$1 x33$1 x34$1] (V3TH1); 
[x31$2 x32$2 x33$2 x34$2] (V3TH2); 
 
[x41$1 x42$1 x43$1 x44$1] (V4TH1); 
[x41$2 x42$2 x43$2 x44$2] (V4TH2); 
 
[x51$1 x52$1 x53$1 x54$1] (V5TH1); 
[x51$2 x52$2 x53$2 x54$2] (V5TH2); 
 
! Unique factor variances; 
x11@1 x21@1 x31@1 x41@1 x51@1; 
x12 x22 x32 x42 x52; 
x13 x23 x33 x43 x53; 
x14 x24 x34 x44 x54; 
 
! Unique factor covariances; 
x11 with x12* x13* x14*; 
x12 with x13* x14*; 
x13 with x14*; 
 
x21 with x22* x23* x24*; 
x22 with x23* x24*; 
x23 with x24*; 
 
x31 with x32* x33* x34*; 
x32 with x33* x34*; 
x33 with x34*; 
 
x41 with x42* x43* x44*; 
x42 with x43* x44*; 
x43 with x44*; 



 
x51 with x52* x53* x54*; 
x52 with x53* x54*; 
x53 with x54*; 
 
! Second-order linear Growth Model; 
INT by f1@1 f2@1 f3@1 f4@1; 
SLP by f1@0 f2@1 f3@2 f4@3; 
 
[f1@0 f2@0 f3@0 f4@0]; 
f1 with f2@0 f3@0 f4@0; 
f2 with f3@0 f4@0; 
f3 with f4@0; 
 
INT* SLP*; 
INT WITH SLP*; 
[INT@0 SLP*]; 
 
SAVEDATA:  
DIFFTEST IS Threshold.dat; 
 
OUTPUT: 
MOD(3.84) STDYX; 
  



Supplemental Material 10. Mplus syntax for second-order linear growth models with 
longitudinal unique factor invariance constraints for ordered-categorical indicators (three 
response categories) 

TITLE:  
Second-order latent growth model of ordinal indicators; 
Assuming longitudinal unique factor invariance; 
Marker variable is x1; 
 
DATA:  
file = Baseline.dat; 
 
VARIABLE: 
names = x11 x21 x31 x41 x51 x12 x22 x32 x42 x52 
  x13 x23 x33 x43 x53 x14 x24 x34 x44 x54; 
usevariables = x11 x21 x31 x41 x51 x12 x22 x32 x42 x52 
  x13 x23 x33 x43 x53 x14 x24 x34 x44 x54; 
categorical = x11 x21 x31 x41 x51 x12 x22 x32 x42 x52 
  x13 x23 x33 x43 x53 x14 x24 x34 x44 x54; 
 
ANALYSIS: 
PARAMETERIZATION = THETA; 
! THETA parameterization allow for direct constraints on the  
!     unique factor variances; 
ITERATIONS=3000; 
ESTIMATOR=WLSMV; 
! Can also use ULSMV; 
DIFFTEST IS Threshold.dat; 
 
MODEL: 
! First-order measurement model; 
! Factor loadings – all constrained to be equal over time; 
f1 by x11@1 
      x21* (L2) 
      x31* (L3)  
      x41* (L4) 
      x51* (L5); 
 
f2 by x12@1 
      x22* (L2) 
      x32* (L3)  
      x42* (L4) 
      x52* (L5); 
 
f3 by x13@1 
      x23* (L2) 
      x33* (L3)  



      x43* (L4) 
      x53* (L5); 
 
f4 by x14@1 
      x24* (L2) 
      x34* (L3)  
      x44* (L4) 
      x54* (L5); 
 
! Thresholds – all constrained to be equal over time; 
[x11$1 x12$1 x13$1 x14$1] (V1TH1); 
[x11$2 x12$2 x13$2 x14$2] (V1TH2); 
 
[x21$1 x22$1 x23$1 x24$1] (V2TH1); 
[x21$2 x22$2 x23$2 x24$2] (V2TH2); 
 
[x31$1 x32$1 x33$1 x34$1] (V3TH1); 
[x31$2 x32$2 x33$2 x34$2] (V3TH2); 
 
[x41$1 x42$1 x43$1 x44$1] (V4TH1); 
[x41$2 x42$2 x43$2 x44$2] (V4TH2); 
 
[x51$1 x52$1 x53$1 x54$1] (V5TH1); 
[x51$2 x52$2 x53$2 x54$2] (V5TH2); 
 
! Unique factor variances – constrained to be equal over time; 
! Since unique factor variances were constrained to 1.0 at T1 
!  for model identification, all unique factor variances 
! are fixed to 1.0 in this model assuming unique factor 
!  invariance; 
x11@1 x21@1 x31@1 x41@1 x51@1; 
x12@1 x22@1 x32@1 x42@1 x52@1; 
x13@1 x23@1 x33@1 x43@1 x53@1; 
x14@1 x24@1 x34@1 x44@1 x54@1; 
 
! Unique factor covariances; 
x11 with x12* x13* x14*; 
x12 with x13* x14*; 
x13 with x14*; 
 
x21 with x22* x23* x24*; 
x22 with x23* x24*; 
x23 with x24*; 
 
x31 with x32* x33* x34*; 
x32 with x33* x34*; 
x33 with x34*; 



 
x41 with x42* x43* x44*; 
x42 with x43* x44*; 
x43 with x44*; 
 
x51 with x52* x53* x54*; 
x52 with x53* x54*; 
x53 with x54*; 
 
! Second-order linear Growth Model; 
INT by f1@1 f2@1 f3@1 f4@1; 
SLP by f1@0 f2@1 f3@2 f4@3; 
 
[f1@0 f2@0 f3@0 f4@0]; 
f1 with f2@0 f3@0 f4@0; 
f2 with f3@0 f4@0; 
f3 with f4@0; 
 
INT* SLP*; 
INT WITH SLP*; 
[INT@0 SLP*]; 
 
OUTPUT: 
MOD(10) STDYX; 
 
  



Supplemental Material 11. Mplus syntax used to simulate data 

TITLE:  
Monte Carlo simulation for a second-order linear growth model  
    on top of a longitudinal ordered-categorical CFA model; 
First step is to generate continuous latent responses; 
Then the latent responses are cut into ordinal variables; 
 
Baseline condition; 
Factor loadings are invariant over time; 
Thresholds are invariant over time; 
Unique factor variances are invariant over time; 
 
Three response categories; 
 
MONTECARLO: 
NAMES ARE x11 x21 x31 x41 x51 x12 x22 x32 x42 x52 
x13 x23 x33 x43 x53 x14 x24 x34 x44 x54; 
GENERATE = x11-x54(2); 
CATEGORICAL = x11-x54; 
! The GENERATE option controls the generation of the data.  
! The CATEGORICAL option controls the analysis. 
 
NOBSERVATIONS = 2000; 
NREPS = 1000; 
REPSAVE = ALL; 
SAVE = Dat_Baseline_3C_rep*.dat; 
 
MODEL POPULATION: 
! Latent response intercepts are all set to zero; 
 [x11-x54@0]; 
  
! Factor loadings are set to invariant over time; 
f1 BY x11@1 x21*0.8 x31*0.9 x41*0.7 x51*0.8; 
f2 BY x12@1 x22*0.8 x32*0.9 x42*0.7 x52*0.8; 
f3 BY x13@1 x23*0.8 x33*0.9 x43*0.7 x53*0.8; 
f4 BY x14@1 x24*0.8 x34*0.9 x44*0.7 x54*0.8; 
 
! Common factor disturbances covariance matrix; 
f1*.71; f2*1.11; f3*1.79; f4*2.75; 
! Disturbance covariances constrained to 0; 
f1 with f2@0 f3@0 f4@0; 
f2 with f3@0 f4@0; 
f3 with f4@0; 
 
! Common factor intercepts; 
! Constrained to 0 as they are expected to be explained by  



!     the second-order growth factors; 
[f1@0 f2@0 f3@0 f4@0]; 
 
! Unique factor variances and covariances; 
! Use @ for identification constraints; 
! USE * for other population values; 
x11@1 x21@1 x31@1 x41@1 x51@1; 
x12-x54*1; 
 
! AR(1) structure with lag-1 autocorrelation = 0.20; 
x11 with x12*0.20 x13*0.04 x14*0.008; 
x12 with x13*0.20 x14*0.04; 
x13 with x14*0.20; 
 
x21 with x22*0.20 x23*0.04 x24*0.008; 
x22 with x23*0.20 x24*0.04; 
x23 with x24*0.20; 
 
x31 with x32*0.20 x33*0.04 x34*0.008; 
x32 with x33*0.20 x34*0.04; 
x33 with x34*0.20; 
 
x41 with x42*0.20 x43*0.04 x44*0.008; 
x42 with x43*0.20 x44*0.04; 
x43 with x44*0.20; 
 
x51 with x52*0.20 x53*0.04 x54*0.008; 
x52 with x53*0.20 x54*0.04; 
x53 with x54*0.20; 
 
! Thresholds; 
! Indicator 1 at Times 1-4; 
[x11$1*-0.09 x11$2*1.92]; 
[x12$1*-0.09 x12$2*1.92]; 
[x13$1*-0.09 x13$2*1.92]; 
[x14$1*-0.09 x14$2*1.92]; 
 
! Indicator 2 at Times 1-4; 
[x21$1*-0.91 x21$2*1.19]; 
[x22$1*-0.91 x22$2*1.19]; 
[x23$1*-0.91 x23$2*1.19]; 
[x24$1*-0.91 x24$2*1.19]; 
 
! Indicator 3 at Times 1-4; 
[x31$1*0.09 x31$2*2.10]; 
[x32$1*0.09 x32$2*2.10]; 
[x33$1*0.09 x33$2*2.10]; 



[x34$1*0.09 x34$2*2.10]; 
 
! Indicator 4 at Times 1-4; 
[x41$1*-1.46 x41$2*0.73]; 
[x42$1*-1.46 x42$2*0.73]; 
[x43$1*-1.46 x43$2*0.73]; 
[x44$1*-1.46 x44$2*0.73]; 
 
! Indicator 5 at Times 1-4; 
[x51$1*-1.00 x51$2*1.55]; 
[x52$1*-1.00 x52$2*1.55]; 
[x53$1*-1.00 x53$2*1.55]; 
[x54$1*-1.00 x54$2*1.55]; 
 
! Second-order linear Growth Model; 
INT by f1@1 f2@1 f3@1 f4@1; 
SLP by f1@0 f2@1 f3@2 f4@3; 
 
INT*1.66 SLP*0.33; 
INT WITH SLP*0.296; 
[INT@0 SLP*1.09]; 
  
ANALYSIS:  
TYPE=BASIC; 
parameterization = theta; 
 
MODEL:  
f1 BY x11@1 x21*0.8 x31*0.9 x41*0.7 x51*0.8; 
f2 BY x12@1 x22*0.8 x32*0.9 x42*0.7 x52*0.8; 
f3 BY x13@1 x23*0.8 x33*0.9 x43*0.7 x53*0.8; 
f4 BY x14@1 x24*0.8 x34*0.9 x44*0.7 x54*0.8; 
 
OUTPUT: TECH9; 
  



Supplemental Material 12. Model convergence rate (%) and mean relative bias (%) in the 
second-order growth parameters at N = 500 in baseline conditions with fully invariant indicators 

    Three Response Categories Five Response Categories 
ESTIMATOR in Mplus WLSMV ULSMV WLSMV ULSMV 
Convergence rate 74.8 68.9 75.6 64.8       

Mean relative bias in the second-order linear growth model assuming configural invariance  
Mean linear slope 2.0 2.2 2.6 2.5  
Intercept variance 6.8 6.6 4.0 4.0  
Linear slope variance 5.5 4.8 13.5 11.2  
Intercept-slope covariance 1.7 1.7 6.6 6.0       

Mean relative bias in the second-order linear growth model assuming loading invariance  
Mean linear slope 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.4  
Intercept variance 6.6 6.3 3.7 3.8  
Linear slope variance 8.2 7.4 8.1 7.3  
Intercept-slope covariance 5.6 5.3 6.7 7.7       

Mean relative bias in the second-order linear growth model assuming threshold invariance  
Mean linear slope 2.2 2.3 1.2 1.2  
Intercept variance 6.4 5.5 3.3 2.8  
Linear slope variance 8.1 7.5 3.8 2.7  
Intercept-slope covariance 5.9 5.7 4.6 4.7       

Mean relative bias in the second-order linear growth model assuming unique factor invariance  
Mean linear slope 1.8 1.4 1.3 0.8  
Intercept variance 3.5 2.7 1.8 1.1  
Linear slope variance 6.4 4.7 3.3 1.1 

  Intercept-slope covariance 5.0  2.6 5.0 3.2 
 
Note. Mean relative bias values between 5% and 10% were bolded, mean relative bias values 
over 10% were bolded and italicized. According to Flora and Curran (2004), values less than 5% 
represent trivial bias, values between 5% and 10% represent moderate bias, and values greater 
than 10% represent substantial bias. In the models assuming configural invariance, loadings, 
thresholds, and unique variances were freely estimated except for identification constraints. In 
the models assuming loading invariance, loadings were constrained to be equal across times, 
whereas thresholds and unique variances were freely estimated except for identification 
constraints. In the models assuming threshold invariance, loadings and thresholds were 
constrained to be equal across time, whereas unique variances were freely estimated except for 
identification constraints. In the models assuming unique factor invariance, loadings, thresholds, 
and unique variances were all constrained to be equal across time. 
 


